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Men's hockey rebounds for win against Stony Brook Saturday

October 27, 2008

Liberty rebounded off Friday night's loss (Stony Brook 4, Liberty 3) by pounding out seven goals in the first period during Saturday’s repeat match-up. Rob Vanwynsberge had three goals; Kyle Dodgson, Mackenzie Bauman, Joe Smith, and Josh Ahier all had one. The scoring continued in the second period where not only did Dodgson and Smith score their second goals of the game, but also Zac Bauman, Kevin Hendrix, Dave Semenyna and Josh Reynolds added to Liberty's dominance. Jonathan Chung had three assists, while captain Zac Bauman had four to lead the team. Goaltender Colin Way made 23 saves on 25 while minding the net for Liberty. Eric Reynolds led the way in hits with seven. Finally, Mackenzie Bauman led the team with four blocked shots. The final score was Stony Brook 2, Liberty 13.